Supply Chain & Trafficking Chat With a Federal Judge
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Judge Virginia Kendall and Perkins Coie White Collar & Investigations chair (and former AUSA colleague) Markus Funk's conversation covers a wide range of topics. In addition to discussing Judge Kendall's journey from being a federal prosecutor to getting involved in the challenging field of fighting human trafficking, indentured servitude, child labor, and other forms of forced labor that taint the supply chains for goods and services we use every day, Judge Kendall also shares her perspective on common public misconceptions when it comes to the day-to-day realities of this particularly pernicious form of human exploitation. Their candid conversation ends with Judge Kendall providing in-the-trenches advocacy and litigation tips to more junior attorneys making their first foray into a courtroom.

Note that all episodes are available on Apple Podcast, Google Podcast, and Spotify.
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